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Abstract

Number of friends (or followers) is an important factor in social network. Attracting friends (or followers) in a short time is a
strong indicator of one person for becoming an influential user quickly. Existing studies mainly focus on analyzing the formation
of relationship between users, however, the factors that contribute to users’ friend (or follower) numbers increment are still uniden-
tified and unquantified. Along this line, based on users’ different friends (or followers) increasing speeds, firstly, weget a number
of interesting observations on a microblog system (Weibo) and an academic network (Arnetminer) through analyzing their char-
acteristics of structure and content from the diversity anddensity angles. Then we define attribute factors and correlation factors
based on our observations. Finally we propose a partially labeled ranking factor graph model (PLR-FGM) which combines these
two kinds of factors to infer a ranking list of the users’ friends (or followers) increasing speed. Experimental resultsshow that the
proposed PLR-FGM model outperforms several alternative models in terms of normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG).
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1. Introduction

With the success of social Web, the online social networks,
such as Facebook, Twitter and DBLP, significantly enlarge our
social circles. The friends (or followers) in social networks are
important resources not only for transferring messages butalso
for being popular, which can be considered as an crucial indica-
tor of social status. For example, in microblogs, the increment
of followers of a user means his/her published contents have
more audiences and his/her actions could affect more people.
And if a person’s follower number has a great “burst” sudden-
ly, he/she would probably become a “new star”. On the other
hand, in academic social networks, an author who get more co-
authors in a short time means he/she is more active and can
build reputation in his/her research area quickly. Understand-
ing the characteristics of users who attract friends fast isan im-
portant issue for social influence analysis, which can provide
suggestions for users’ behaviors and benefit many applications
such as “virtual market” and recommendation systems.

Generally speaking, quick increments of friends (or follower-
s) means that the users get new relationships in a short time.In
the literature, there exists some studies on relationship analysis,
for example, link prediction and unfollow behavior analysis.
The goal of link prediction [1, 2] is to predict whether one user
will follow another in the future, while unfollow behavior anal-
ysis [3, 4] mainly focuses on analyzing the reason of unfollow
behaviors. In sum, most of existing literatures study the forma-
tion of friendship between users. But another perspective,the
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factors that impact on users’ friends increasing speed are still
unidentified and unquantified. Although Hutto et al. [5] did a
longitudinal study on followers increment, where they built a
regression model for follower count prediction, the correlation
between magnitude of content-based and structural factorsand
the friends increasing speed is ignored; moreover, their dataset
is small.

Different with these works, we want to propose a method
to infer the ranking list of friends increasing speed for candi-
date users. There are several challenges for the friends increas-
ing speed ranking. First, how to capture the rich structuraland
content-based information for friend increment analysis?Sec-
ond, how to construct an algorithm to model both the users’
attributes and the relationships between users? Third, howto
validate the proposed model in real large social networks.

To address the above challenges, we firstly perform some s-
tatistical analysis on the correlations between users’ friend (or
followers) increasing speed and their structural and content-
based properties. The analysis is conducted based on two net-
works, namely, a microblog system (Weibo) and an academic
network (Arnetminer). The structural and content-based infor-
mation are studied with in-depth exploration. For the struc-
ture based analysis, we utilize calculations such as diversity and
density of circles and structures; for the content based analysis,
we also define diversity and density based on topic distribution
and hashtags. We then propose a partially labeled ranking fac-
tor graph model (PLR-FGM) to infer the ranking list of friends
increasing speed. The model can not only use the structural and
contents-based properties of individuals as attribute factors, but
also model the relationships between uses as the correlation fac-
tors. The ranking list can be obtained by sorting the marginal
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Table 1: Statistic of the DataSets
Dataset #nodes #edges #contents
Weibo 61,397 154,900 19,700,352

Arnetminer 66,313 112,237 901,522

probabilities which are calculated by the model. Experimen-
tal results show that our PLR-FGM model significantly outper-
forms several alternative methods in terms of normalized dis-
counted cumulative gain (NDCG) with augments ranging from
6% to 51% .

The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

• Based on large datasets from two real social networks – a
microblog system (Weibo) and an academic network (Ar-
netminer), we derive observations and analyze the correla-
tion between users’ friends increasing speed and the users’
structures from diversity and density angles. Besides, we
also analyze the effects of their contents properties (such
as circle diversity and density) on the friends increasing
speed.

• We propose a ranking factor graph model which not only
incorporates the structural and contents-based properties
of individual users but also model the relationships be-
tween them. Then we use the model to detect the users
who have a higher friends increasing speed in the social
network.

• We conduct experiments on the two real social networks.
Experimental results verified the effectiveness of our ob-
servation factors, and the proposed model can achieve a
better performance than several alternative models.

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we give a
brief description of the datasets we used and perform some pre-
processing on these two datasets; Section 3 presents our obser-
vations on users’ friends burst states with their attributes such as
structure and content. Section 4 explains the proposed ranking
factor graph model. Section 5 illustrates experimental result-
s and validates the effectiveness of our methodology. Finally,
Section 6 discusses related work and Section 7 concludes.

2. Data Collection and Preprocessing

The datasets we used in this paper are gathered from two
different online social networks: a microblog system - Weibo,
and an academic network - Arnetminer.

Weibo1 is a Twitter-style website, which is the most popu-
lar microblogging service in China. We collected a network
of 88,626 users with 27,080,987 posts and 264,799 edges. Be-
sides, we crawled all the users’ profiles which contain gender
and verification status.

Intuitively, there are two kinds of users for attracting follow-
ers in Weibo, the first kind is the users who are already well

1http://www.weibo.com

known, such as celebrities and official announcers. They can
get more followers in a short time by their real life reputation
rather than taking social actions in the online social network.
But in contrast, ordinary users (who are not the celebrities)
have to attract followers by publishing interesting contents or
performing social actions such as posting or discussing a hot
topic. We perform a statistics on most top 2000 users who have
the most followers, by manually labeled these users as celebri-
ties or ordinary users based on their profiles. In detail, we label
the users who are singers, movie stars, writers and CEOs of
famous companies as celebrities, and mark the users who are
not well known to many people in real society but get repu-
tation and become famous bloggers in the Weibo platform as
ordinary users. Results show that there are only 17% ordinary
users among the top 100 users and the percentage of ordinary
users increases while the number of followers decreases. For
example, among the top 1000-2000 users, the percentage of or-
dinary users is 38.9%. As our research objects are ordinary
users, we discard the top 5% (4431) users in the initial dataset
by descendingly sorting their follower numbers. Besides, we
also discard the bottom 5% users as they have few followers.
Additionally, the users without any relationship with others are
also discarded. After these preprocessing, there are 61397user-
s with 19,700,352 posts and 154,900 relationships remainedin
the dataset.

Arnetminer 2 [6] is a real online academic social network
dataset, which is extracted from academic search and min-
ing platform ArnetMiner. Before the preprocessing, it has
2,092,356 papers from publication venues major in Computer
Science, and has gathered 1,712,433 researchers for more than
50 years (from 1960 to 2014). The full graph of co-author net-
work contained in this data has 1,712,433 vertices (authors) and
4,258,615 edges (collaboration relationships).

To predict the co-author increasing count after a time inter-
val, we keep the users who published papers in at least 6 years.
Under this condition, there are 66,313 users with 901,522 pa-
pers and 112,237 collaboration relationships.

Table 1 lists statistics of the datasets after preprocessing,
which are used in our later analysis.

3. OBSERVATIONS

Firstly, we denote the friends (or followers) increasing speed
as the friends (or followers) increasing count in a certain time
interval. The speed is always a continuous value, in order to
facilitate our analysis and experiment, we divide the speeds in-
to 5 burst statess = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. Similar with the topic burst
detection [7], we assume that all the speeds are generated by
five Possion distributions corresponding to the five states,then
which burst state a user is in depends on which Possion distri-
bution gets the highest probability for his/her speed. The prob-
ability of observing a speedv is defined as:

p(v|si) =
e−µsi µv

si

v!
(1)

2http://arnetminer.org/billboard/AMinerNetwork
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where{µ1, µ2, µ3, µ4, µ5} denote the expected value of speeds
for the 5 states. In detail,µ5 is the average speed of the top 20%
highest speeds in the datasets,µ4 is the average speed of the top
20%-40% highest speeds, and so on.

Our goal is to analyze the correlation between users’ burst
states and users’ properties from both the diversity and densi-
ty angles. Let< 1, ..., t > be a sequence of timestamps with a
particular time granularity (e.g., year, month, etc.). ForArnet-
miner, since we have the snapshots of all the users in different
time intervals, we use the properties in period from 1 tot − 1 as
the base properties, and study the correlations between proper-
ties changing fromt − 1 to t and the burst state int + 1. Note
that we use the burst statet + 1 instead oft, the reason is that
there is always a time lag between publishing papers and have
new co-authors in the academic network. For the Weibo, due
to the lack of snapshot data in our dataset, there are only two
time points< 1, t > for analysis. Fortunately, the time delay
between preforming actions and attracting followers is short in
Weibo, we study the correlations between properties changing
from 1 tot and the burst state int.

There may be some zombies in the Weibo Dataset. Since
many zombies may not have much followers, which cause their
follower increasing speed low, we discard bottom 5% users by
counting their follower increasing speed. On the other hand,
some zombies (which are controlled by machine) may follow
each other in a short time which induce their follower increas-
ing speed very high, so we also discard top 5% users by count-
ing their follower increasing speed.

For all observations, we calculate the confidence intervals.
Most of the error bars in the following figures are based on 95%
confidence.

3.1. Structure Based Analysis

Structural information reflects the users’ “positions” in the
social network, which is an important factor for attractingnew
friends. In this section, we study the correlation between struc-
tural properties and burst states.

Circle Based Definition: The definition of circle is the same
as [8], which is a group of interconnected people.

• Circle diversity: Intuitively, the higher number of the cir-
cle count, the richer the diversity of the user’s online social
life. Therefore, we use the circle count of a user to denote
his/her circle diversity.

• Circle density: The circle density is defined as the sum
number of edges in all circles of a useri divided by his/her
circle count.

Structure Based Definition:

• Structural density: We define the structural density of
a user as the number of his/her friends with a certain
burst state, then we have five structural densities for ev-
ery user as we have five burst states. For example, the
StructureDensity1 of userUi is the number of friends with
burst state 1 of userUi .

• Structural diversity:Based on the structural density, the
structural diversity is how many circles that one user’s
friends with a certain burst state are involved. Similar with
structural density, StructureDiversity1 of userUi is the cir-
cle count of userUi ’s friends with burst state 1.

Circles Analysis: Due to the large scale of the online so-
cial networks, the circle always too big, which means that users
almost have a few number of circles. Since the two users’ dis-
tance is farther than 2 hops always means that the connectionis
weak between them, the tastes of these two users may be differ-
ent. Similar to work [8], we mainly focus on the 2-ego network
of users (2-ego network means a sub-network formed by one’s
friends and friends of friends). Note that we only use the 2-ego
network in the circle analysis, while the whole network is used
for the burst state prediction. For the Weibo dataset, the edges
we use for analysis are reciprocal relationships, which means
that the two users in one edge follow each other. Figure 1 illus-
trates the correlation between the users’ average circle diversity
values and their burst states. We can see from the figure that
the users who have high burst states always have more circles.
It means that big circle diversity value is helpful for usersto
attract new friends (or followers). In Weibo, an outlier is the
users in burst state 5, but their circle diversity is still about 5.5,
and the circle diversity value of this state is bigger than state 1
and state 2. So, you should make friends in more circles but
don’t disperse too much if you want to attract more friends in
Weibo.

Then we want to determine whether the circle density also
impacts on the burst state. An interesting phenomenon is that
we get totally different curves on the two datasets (which are
illustrated in Figure 2). In Weibo, users with very low or high
burst state have a small density value. On the contrary, users
with very low or high burst state have a big density value in
Arnetminer.

The explanation of the phenomenon is that, researchers in
Arnetminer with burst state 5 have bigger circle diversity and
circle density, which means that friends of these researchers
are in more circles and these friends have “strong” connections
(with more edges in these circles). These properties are helpful
for building their reputation, so they always have a high burst
state. Meanwhile, researchers with burst state 1 have fewest
circles but bigger circle density, which means that they arefo-
cusing on specific topics and their willingness to cooperatewith
others is low, leading these researchers’ burst states to below.
Conversely, Weibo is a more “open” platform, in which user-
s focus on more areas. Low circle density means the group is
more “open” for the newcomer [9]. So the users with burst state
5 have a small circle density value. But the users with burst state
1 not only have small circle density value but also have small
circle diversity value (they have less circles), so their ability of
attracting new followers is poor.

Structure Analysis: Here we want to identify whether a
users’ friends’ burst states impact on his/her friends increas-
ing speed. We calculate the average speeds of users who have a
certain amount of friends in a certain burst state. Figure 3 illus-
trates the results, where x axis is the number of users’ friends
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(a) Circle Diversity of Different Burst States for Weibo
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(b) Circle Diversity of Different Burst States for Arnet-
miner

Figure 1: Circle Diversity Analysis of Different Burst States.Note: Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.
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(a) Circle Density of Different Burst States for Weibo
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Figure 2: Circle Density Analysis of Different Burst States.Note: Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.
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(b) Structure Density of Different Burst States for Ar-
netminer

Figure 3: Structure Density Analysis of Different Burst States.Note: (1) Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. (2) we keep the users who have more than
20 friends to make sure that we have enough data for the t-test

in a certain burst state, and y axis is the average friends in-
creasing speed of the users. The figures show that, with the
increasing number of friends with state 5, the users’ average
speed increases. In contrast, with increasing number of friend
with state 1, the average speed decreases. The results match

people’s intuitions: if a user have more friends whose friends
increase quickly, he/she will have a higher friends (or follow-
ers) increasing speed. Meanwhile, if a user have friends who
attract friends (or followers) slowly, the user’s friends increas-
ing speed will be low. This is what we often say: “Birds of a
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feather flock together”.
Furthermore, we test whether a user’s friends in different cir-

cles impact on the friends increasing speed of the user. We
firstly focus on users’ friends with a certain burst state, and then
calculate the average speeds of these users when these friends
are in different circles. In Figure 4a and Figure 4c, the burst
state of the users’ friends is 4 and the friends counts are varied
from 5 to 2, then the average speeds of users whose friends are
in different number of circles are calculated. For example, in
the last cluster of Figure 4a, these users totally have 5 friends
with burst state 4. The first column is the average speed of these
users when their five friends with burst state 4 are in 5 circles.
Similarly, the second column is the average speed of these user-
s when their five friends are in 4 circles, and so on. Figure 4b
and Figure 4d show a similar analysis, where the burst state of
users’ friends is 5.

For Arnetminer, the results are shown in Figure 4a and Figure
4b. We can see that when the users’ friends are in less circles,
the average speed is bigger. For example, in Figure 4a, in most
of the time, when these friends are in less circles, the users’
average speed is bigger. This phenomenon is more obvious in
Figure 4b. The users in the last cluster have totally 5 friends.
When these 5 friends are in five circles, the users’ average speed
is the smallest; however, when the friends are in one circle,the
users’ average speed is the biggest. Therefore, collaborating
with authors who have high burst state in one circle is helpful
for building the reputation.

For Weibo, we get different observations. We can see from
Figure 4c, when the users’ friends are in more circles, the av-
erage speed is bigger. There is an interesting phenomenon in
Figure 4d, for the 5 friends with burst state 5, when their circle
count is big or small in the two extremes, the users have a high
average friends increasing speed, but when their circle count
is at the “middle” level, the user’s friends increase slowly. This
suggests that making friends with high burst state all in onearea
or making friends with high burst state scattered in more areas
are both helpful for attracting followers in Weibo.

3.2. Content Based Analysis

It is a basic way for users to use words to impress their re-
search findings (or opinions), which may enhance their capa-
bility of attracting new relationships. Moreover, we use topic
model (or hashtags) for semantic understanding of the papers
(or Weibo posts). In order to find the correlation between user-
s’ burst states and content features, we introduce the following
definitions of content features.

Word Based Definition:

• Word diversity:We use information entropy [10] to evalu-
ate the diversity of a users’ words. Specifically, the word
diversity is defined as:

Diversity(ui) =
1

Nui

Nui∑

j=1

|Wk|∑

n=1

−p(wkn) ∗ logp(wkn)

(2)

whereNui is the number of contents (papers or tweets) of
ui , |Wk| is the length of contentk, andp(wkn) is the proba-
bility of n-th word of contentwk.

Topic Based Definition: For the Arnetminer dataset, since
the topics have been investigated as a significant feature for lit-
erature contents for a long time, we utilize the unsupervised
LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) [11] to discover topics.We
empirically train a model with 100-topics using the abstracts of
all the papers. For the Weibo, due to the short lengths of user-
s’ posts, it’s hard to extract their topics, so we use hashtags to
denote the topics of contents.

• Topic diversity:Due to different definitions of topics, we
have the different topic diversity definitions for the two
datasets. For Arnetminer, similar with [12], the topic di-
versity of userui is defined as:

Diversity(ui) =
1

Nui

Nui∑

j=1

|T |=100∑

k=1

−p(topick|d j) ∗ logp(topick|d j)

(3)

whereNui is the paper count of userui (who published
Nui papers in total),d j is one paper published byui , and
p(topick|d j) is probability of thek-th topic ford j .

For Weibo, topic diversity is the defined as the number of
hashtags (if a hashtag appears in several tweets, we only
consider its contribution to topic diversity as 1).

• Topic density:For Arnetminer, similar with [13], we de-
fine the topic density as the average cosine similarity for
the distributions of every unique paired combination of us-
er’s papers. For Weibo, according to the special topic def-
inition of Weibo, if two tweets contain a same hashtag, we
draw an edge between them. And the topic density is de-
fined as the total number of edges divide by his/her topic
counts. Consequently, a user’s contents have bigger topic
density means that the user’s contents are morefocusing
on some certain topics.

Diversity Analysis: Figure 5 shows the correlation between
word diversity and burst states. We can see that, with the in-
creasing of word diversity, the user’s burst states upgrade. It
means that, more diverse usage of words leads to higher speed
of attracting friends (or followers).

Figure 6 shows the analysis of topic diversity, from where
we can see that, the average topic diversity grows with the burst
states. Therefore, topic diversity is also helpful for friends (or
followers) increments. That means, when a Weibo user’s con-
tents cover more topics, his/her speed of attracting followers
will be faster. For the researchers, publish papers in more areas
is helpful for getting more co-author relationships.

Density Analysis: For Weibo, Figure 7a illustrates the cor-
relation between the topic density and the burst states in Weibo.
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(a) Structural diversity of burst state 4 for Arnetminer:
X axis shows different number of friends in state 4 and
different legends denote these friends are in differen-
t circles. The Y axis is the average speeds of these
users.
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(b) Structural diversity of burst state 5 for Arnetminer:
X axis shows different number of friends in state 5 and
different legends denote these friends are in differen-
t circles. The Y axis is the average speeds of these
users.
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(c) Structural diversity of burst state 4 for Weibo: X axis
shows different number of friends in state 4 and differ-
ent legends denote these friends are in different circles.
The Y axis is the average speeds of these users.
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(d) Structural diversity of burst state 5 for Weibo: X axis
shows different number of friends in state 5 and differ-
ent legends denote these friends are in different circles.
The Y axis is the average speeds of these users.

Figure 4: Structure Diversity Analysis.Note: (1) Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. (2) Number of users who have total 5 friends and these friends are
in 5 circles (which is the last column of the last cluster, thedeepred column) is small, the error bars of this metric are based on confidence 85%.
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(a) Word Diversity of Different Burst States for Weibo
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(b) Word Diversity of Different Burst States for Arnet-
miner

Figure 5: Word Diversity Analysis of Different Burst States.Note: Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.

It shows another perspective on topics: a higher topic density
is helpful for followers increment. It demonstrates that, if you
want to attract more followers in a short time, you should “fo-
cus” on some topics. For the Arnetminer, Figure 7b shows a

totally different observation: the users with higher burst state
have lower topic density. It means that users should publish
papers on more topics in order to attract new co-authors faster.
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(a) Topic Diversity of Different Burst States for Weibo
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Figure 6: Topic Diversity Analysis of Different Burst States.Note: Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.
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(a) Topic Density of Different Burst States for Weibo
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(b) Topic Density of Different Burst States for Arnet-
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Figure 7: Topic Density Analysis of Different Burst States.Note: Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.

4. Partially Labeled Ranking Factor Graph Model

Based on the observations in section 3, our goal is to design
a model which can rank the friends increasing speed of users
by incorporating the properties of structural and content-based
information into the network. In this section, we describe the
details of the proposed model.

4.1. Problem Definition

In this subsection, we define the concept of partially labeled
network and present the formal definition of friends increasing
speed ranking in the social graph.

Definition: Partially labeled network: Given a social net-
work, a partially labeled network isG(VL,VU ,E,X), whereVL

is a set of users whose friends increasing speeds are labeledand
VU is a set of unlabeled users, whereV = VL ∪VU and|V| = N
is a set of users andE ⊂ V × V is a set of relationships among
them.X is aN×d attribute matrix with the elementx j

i indicating
the jth attribute of uservi .

Our goal is to infer a friends increasing speed ranking list
of all usersV based on the attribute matrixX and their exist-
ing relationships. More specifically, we are concerned withthe
following problem:

Problem: Friends Increasing Speed Ranking: Number of
friends (or followers) is an important factor in social network,
and analysis of friends increasing speed can benefit severalap-
plications. For example, in Weibo, the users who get friends
fast are often cost-effective than users who already have a large
number of friends, because when we know which users are get-
ting friends fast, we can use these users as seeds for promoting
a product or spreading messages. For the ArnetMiner, getting
friends fast means the researchers are active, which can be used
in academic social recommendation.

We now describe the basic model of Friends Increasing
Speed Ranking: Let< 1, ..., t > be a sequence of timestamp-
s with a particular time granularity (e.g., year, month, etc.).
Gt(VL,VU ,E,X) is a partially labeled network, in which the
users may have different friends increasing speeds. The task of
friends increasing speed ranking is to find a predicative func-
tion such that we can get the speed ranking list for users in time
t + 1 using their properties changing fromt − 1 to t:

f : (G1, ...,Gt)→ Yt+1 (4)

whereYt+1 = {y1, y2, ···, y|N|} is a set of inferred results for users’
probabilities of friend burst at timet+ 1. In this graph, We split
users into two sets according to their friends increasing speeds.
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Figure 8: Partially-Labeled Ranking Factor Graph Model.

The half part of users in the set with higher speeds are labeled
as 1 and others as 0. The predictive function outputs a probabil-
ity p(1|vi) for users who have higher friends increasing speed.
Thus, similar to [14], the friends increasing speed rankingprob-
lem turns into ranking the probabilityp(Yt+1 = 1|G1, ...,Gt) of
all users.

From the model we can see that: our model based on ”par-
tially labeled networks” use the contents and structural proper-
ties before a period of time to predict the users speed of getting
friends in the later period. This is useful in some scenarios, for
example, when we know the researchers’ changing of proper-
ties in t1 to t2 and part of users’ follower increasing speed int2
to t3, we can predict the rest users’ increasing speeds int2 to
t3 ”without” getting the properties of these users. Getting the
properties of these users in a time interval (such ast2 to t3) is
always time consuming (such as obtaining all friends in Arnet-
Miner needs to traverse all the papers of one user).

4.2. Framework

Based on the above intuitions, we propose a partially-labeled
ranking factor graph model (PLR-FGM), which is shown in
Figure 8. In the model, every uservi is modeled as a node in the
graphical model, in which the count of nodes in the model isN
and the relationships of nodes can be modeled as the relation-
ships of users naturally. Eachvi have a corresponding variable
nodeyi . Since the graph is partially labeled, the node setY in
PLR-FGM can be divided into two subsetsYL andYU .

The model tries to capture two kinds of information. The first
kind is the attributes associated with each user, which include
the attributes of users’ profiles, users’ structural and content-
based information described in the Observation section, and the
second kind is the relationships between users. Specifically, we
define the following two types of factors:

• Attribute factors: F(yi,Xi) represents the posterior proba-
bility of nodeyi given attributeXi .

• Correlation factors: H(yi,N(yi)) denotes the correlation
influence between the relationships, whereN(yi) is the set
of correlate relationships toyi .

Given a partially-labeled networkG = (VL,VU ,E,X), by
integrating all the factor functions together, we can definethe

joint distribution overY according to Hammersley-Clifford the-
orem [15] as:

p(Y|G) =
∏

i

F(yi ,Xi)H(yi,N(yi)) (5)

The two kinds of factors can be instantiated in different ways.
In this paper, we use the exponential-linear functions. In partic-
ular we define the attribute factors as

F(yi ,Xi) =
1
Zα

exp{
N∑

i=1

d∑

k=1

αk fk(yi , xi,k)} (6)

whereαi is the weight of the attribute feature function,d is the
dimension of attributeXi andZα is the normalization factor.

Similarly, we define the correlation factors as:

H(yi ,N(yi)) =
1
Zβ

exp{
∑

ei j∈E

βi, jh(yi, y j)} (7)

where functionh(yi, y j) could be defined as several functional
types. In the experimental section, we compare some widely
used functions, such as indicator function and maximum func-
tion etc.

4.3. Parameter Learning

The key issue of PLR-FGM learning is to estimate the param-
eter configurationθ = (α, β), which can be learned by maximiz-
ing log-likelihood of the labeled nodes. The joint probability
defined in Eq.(5) can be written as:

p(Y|G) =
1
Z

exp{
N∑

i=1

d∑

k=1

αk fk(yi , xi,k)
∑

ei j∈E

βi, jh(yi , y j)} (8)

whereZ = ZαZβ is a normalization factor.
To calculate the normalization factor Z, we need to sum up

the likelihood of all possible states of all nodes includingunla-
beled nodes. However, as we already shown, the graph model
is partially labeled. To tackle this problem, we use the mod-
el trained by labeled data to infer the unlabeled nodes. LetY
denote a labeling configuration inferred from the known labels
YL. Then, the log-likelihood objective functionO is defined as:

O(θ) = logPθ(Y|G)

=

N∑

i=1

d∑

k=1

αk fk(yi , xi,k)

+
∑

ei j∈E

βi, jh(yi, y j) − logZ (9)

We use gradient decent to solve the objective function.
Specifically, the gradient of each unknown parameterα with
respect to the objective function is written as:

∂O(θ)
∂α

=

∂(
N∑

i=1

d∑
k=1
αk fk(yi , xi,k))

∂θ
−
∂logZ
∂θ

= E[ fk(yi, xi,k)] − EY|YL [ fk(yi , xi,k)] (10)
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As the social network graph structure in PLR-FGM can be ar-
bitrary and may contain circles, it is intractable to obtainthe ex-
act solution of the Eq.(10) using exact inference methods such
as Junction Tree [16]. Alternatively, we use Loopy Belief Prop-
agation (LBP) [17] to approximate the solution. Specifically,
we perform the LBP process twice in each iteration, one time
for estimating the marginal probabilityp(Y|G) and the other for
estimating the posterior probabilityp(Y|YL). We then calculate
gradient and update each parameter with a learning rateη. The
learning algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1. Note that al-
gorithm 1 only illustrates the learning algorithm forα, as the
learning forβ is similar toα by only replacing thef functions
with theh functions.

Algorithm 1 Parameter Learning of the PLR-FGM Model
Input: partially labeled networkG, learning rateη
Output: learned parametersθ = ({α})

1: procedureLearning(G,η)
2: Initialize α
3: repeat
4: CalculateE[ fk(yi , xi,k)] using LBP;
5: CalculateEY|YL [ fk(yi , xi,k)] using LBP;
6: Calculate the gradient ofα according to Eq.10:
7: ∇α = E[ fk(yi , xi,k)] − EY|YL [ fk(yi , xi,k)]
8: Update the parameterα with the learning rateη:
9: αnew= αold + η · ∇α;

10: until Convergence
11: return α
12: end procedure

Model Inference: With the learned parametersα andβ, we
can infer users’ friends increasing probabilities. Specially, we
can predict the label configuration which maximize the joint
probability:

Y∗ = argmaxP(Y|G) (11)

Then the loopy belief propagation is used again to compute
the marginal probability of each nodep(yi |YL). Similar with
work [14], we solve our friends increasing speed ranking prob-
lem by sorting the probabilityp(Yt+1 = 1|G1, ...,Gt) of all users,
and the users’ friends increasing speed ranking list is obtained
accordingly.

5. Experimental Results

In this section, we conduct several experiments based on the
partially labeled ranking factor graph model to evaluate the
effectiveness of the structural and contents-based properties.
Firstly, we use the One-way ANOVA (analysis of variance) [18]
to test the significance of our observations; then we presentthe
performance of the comparative methods and our model. In the
case of PLR-FGM, we conduct analysis on the feature contri-
butions and iteration performance. As the ranges of the features
are quite different, when we perform the experiments, we nor-
malize all the features to the range [0,1].

Table 2: ANOVA Test of Structure and Content Features

Method
Arnetminer Weibo

F Val-
ue

P F Value P

Circle Diversity 736.91 0 2601.83 0
Circle Density 4.39 0.0015 455.8 0

StructureDensity5 15.41 0 487.85 0
StructureDensity4 11.05 0 798.46 0
StructureDensity3 0.95 0.4802 608.25 0
StructureDensity2 2.13 0.0244 722.18 0
StructureDensity1 1.29 0.2386 703.15 0

StructureDiversity5,5 2.6 0.0363 17.12 5e-13
StructureDiversity5,4 0.99 0.3982 75.47 0
StructureDiversity5,3 4.98 0.0007 146.39 0
StructureDiversity5,2 10.59 0.0011 878.38 0
StructureDiversity4,5 3.99 0.004 31.54 0
StructureDiversity4,4 3.09 0.0264 62.64 0
StructureDiversity4,3 8.91 0.0001 260.22 0
StructureDiversity4,2 4.5 0.0339 858.2 0

Content Diversity 128.22 0 3439.54 0
Topic Diversity 41.24 0 990.35 0
Topic Density 155.11 0 22.51 0

5.1. Significance Test

We use ANOVA to test the significance of the structural and
contents-based properties in the observation section. Table 2
lists the results.

In Table 2, StructureDensityi means that we test the corre-
lation between friends increasing speeds and structure densi-
ty values of users when they have different count of friend-
s in burst statei, StructureDiversityi, j examine the correlation
between friends increasing speeds and structure diversityval-
ues (i.e., their circle numbers) for users who havej friends
with burst statei, for example, StructureDiversity5,4 controls
the users who have 4 friends with burst state 5.

From Table 2 we can see that, most of the features are sig-
nificance at theα = 0.05 level for Arnetminer. But there
are three exceptions: StructureDensity3 ,StructureDensity1 and
StructureDiversity5,4. We found that the instances count we use
for testing are 20, 41 and 117, respectively, which is smaller
than other features such as StructureDensity5,4 which has 2295
instances. We found that, the features can pass the test when
they have enough instances (more than 200). For Weibo, all of
the features are significant at the levelα = 0.01.

5.2. Experimental Setup

The datasets we used for experiments are listed in Table 1,
and we randomly choose 10% users as our test dataset, the rest
90% as our training dataset.

Evaluation Metrics: We quantitatively evaluate the perfor-
mance of ranking lists using a normalized discounted cumula-
tive gain measure (NDCG) [19], which is computed as

NDCGp =
1
N

p∑

i=1

2reli − 1
log2(i + 1)

(12)
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whereN is the normalization constant so that a perfect ordering
gets the NDCG score 1. Note that, as the probability is contin-
uous, it is not suitable for the NDCG metric. We evaluate the
NDCG by burst states which is defined in Section 3, soreli is
the burst states of useri.

Factor Definition: Based on the observations in Section
3, we define factors for the PLR-FGM model to derive users’
friends increasing speed ranking list. The attribute factors con-
tain three types of features. The first type of features are based
on the user’s basic information, hence gender and verification
status are used for users in Weibo and h-index used for authors
in Arnetminer. The second type of features are the structural
properties of users and the third type of features are content-
based features.

Besides these features that can be used in other ranking mod-
els such as Ranking SVM, considering the relationships of users
in the social network are important, we also introduce correla-
tion factors which are incorporated into our model. As we de-
scribed in subsection 4.2, the correlation factor functions can
be defined as several functions types. We define three types of
correlation factor functions:

• Indicator Function: h(yi , y j) = 1, if yi andy j have a rela-
tionship, then the value of the function is 1.

• Burst Maximum Function: h(yi, y j) =

max{S tateyi ,S tatey j }, if yi and y j have a relation-
ship, then the value of the function is the bigger burst state
betweenyi andy j .

• Burst Difference Function: h(yi, y j) = abs(S tateyi −

S tatey j ), if yi andy j have a relationship, the value of the
function is the absolute value of the difference betweenyi ’s
andy j ’s burst states.

specially, Table 3 lists all the factors we used in our PLR-FGM
model.

Comparative methods: Given the partially labelled input
networkG, we can construct a training dataset with the labelled
nodes:VL = {(Xi , yi)i=1,···,n}, whereXi is the feature vector asso-
ciated with uservi ∈ VL, which is composed of attribute factors
listed in Table 3. In this way, some alternative ranking methods
can also be trained and to predict the results of users’ friends
increasing speed ranking lists. We compare the performanceof
our approach with the following methods:

Ranking SVM [20]: it is a widely used pair-wise ranking
model, which treats every two pairs of samples as one instance,
and trains a classification model to predict which instance have
a higher relevant score. When all the pairs are ordered, the list
of instances is ordered. We use the LIBLINEAR package to
implement the Ranking SVM [21].

Coordinate Ascent [22]: it is a list-wise ranking model,
which is a linear feature-based model that uses supervised train-
ing algorithms to directly maximize the evaluation metric such
as NDCG. We use RankLib3 to implement the Coordinate As-
cent algorithm.

3http://people.cs.umass.edu/˜vdang/ranklib.html

5.3. Ranking Performance Analysis

Performance Analysis: Table 4 lists the performance com-
parisons for inferring friends increasing speed ranking lists with
different methods. As Ranking SVM and Coordinate Ascen-
t can not capture the correlation factors, in Table 3, PLR-
FGM only uses all the attribute factors, without correlation fac-
tors. We can see that even with the attribute factors only, our
PLR-FGM method consistently outperforms other comparative
methods. It achieves the best performance inNDCG100. For
Weibo, the model gets a+0.03 (≈ 6%) increment compared
with Ranking SVM and outperforms Coordinate Ascent+0.09
(≈ 20%) atNDCG100. For Arnetminer, our model gets a+0.05
(≈ 10%) increment compared with Ranking SVM and outper-
forms Coordinate Ascent+0.1 (≈ 22%) atNDCG100. In other
NDCGmetrics such asNDCG500, NDCG1000, our method also
have a better performance than other models.

Feature contribution analysis: We perform an analysis to e-
valuate the contribution of different features defined in the mod-
els. Note that as the users’ attributes (gender and verification
status) only denote the user type, it is meaningless for the mod-
el to use the user attribute features only. So using the user-
s’ attribute features as a basement, we test the performanceof
PLR-FGM with structural features and content-based features
respectively. Figure 9 illustrates the performance of the model
with different features.

From Figure 9 we can see that, For Weibo, in theNDCG100

metric, the model with content features achieves the best perfor-
mance. Which means that, “good” content features (high topic
and content diversity) is more useful than other features for the
users who want to achieve a high burst state. InNDCG500 and
NDCG1000 metrics, content features are also more important
than structural features, and the model with all features per-
forms better than the model only with the content features. In
these metrics, both the content-based features and the structural
features are helpful for the model. This means that, for the users
who are “NOT” in very high burst states, the structural features
is also helpful for attracting new friends (or followers).

For Arnetminer, in all metrics, the model with all features
get the best performance. In theNDCG100 metric, the result is
similar to the Weibo dataset, where better content featureslead
to higher burst state. However, different to Weibo, in all met-
rics of Arnetminer, the structural properties are also important
factors. We can see inNDCG500 andNDCG1000 metrics, the
structure is even more important than the content. As described
in the observation section, “good” structure in both density and
diversity angles is helpful for constructing cooperations.

Correlation factor contribution analysis: The correlation
factor functions are added to PLR-FGM with all attribute fac-
tors. Figure 10 illustrates the results of PLR-FGM with differ-
ent factor functions.

For the Weibo dataset (which is shown in Figure 10a), the
model with the Burst Maximum Function has the best perfor-
mance. TheNDCG100 value is 0.6244, so the PLR-FGM with
Burst Maximum Function achieves+0.096 (≈ 18%) compared
with PLR-FGM without correlation factorsPLR-FGM (only At-
tribute Factors). Besides, the model achieves a+0.126 (≈ 25%)
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Table 3: Factor Definitions in our PLR-FGM.
Factors Weibo Arnetminer

Attribute
Factors

User
Attribute

Gender 1 for male and 0 for female -
Verified 1 for verified and 0 otherwise -
h-index - value of h-index
citation - total citation count

Structural
Features

Circle Diversity #circles
Circle Density #edges in circles/#circles

Structural Density #friends with different states
Structural Diversity #circles of friends with different states

Content
Features

tweets count #tweets #papers
retweet ratio #retweeted tweets/#all tweets -

positive words usage #positive words/#total words -
negative words usage #negative words/#total words -

Content Diversity information entropy
Topic Diversity #hashtags described by Eq.3
Topic Density #hashtag arcs cosine similarity of topics

Correlation
Factors

Indicator Function h(yi , y j) = 1
Burst Maximum Function h(yi , y j) = max{S tateyi ,S tatey j }

Burst Difference Function h(yi, y j) = abs(S tateyi − S tatey j )

Table 4: Ranking Performance Comparison of Different Methods

Method
NDCG Value for Weibo NDCG Value for Arnetminer
100 500 1000 100 500 1000

Coordinate Ascent 0.4372 0.3826 0.3625 0.4499 0.4901 0.4637
Ranking SVM 0.498 0.4316 0.4450 0.4952 0.485 0.4654

PLR-FGM (only Attribute Factors) 0.5282 0.5019 0.4819 0.5468 0.5309 0.5121
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(a) NDCG Values of PLR-FGM With Different Features
for Weibo
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(b) NDCG Values of PLR-FGM With Different Features
for Arnetminer

Figure 9: NDCG Values of PLR-FGM With Different Features

increment compared to Ranking SVM and a+0.187 (≈ 42%)
increment compared to Coordinate Ascent (which are listed in
TABLE 4). In other metrics, the PLR-FGM with Burst Max-
imum Function also performs better than other models. The
reason is that Coordinate Ascent and Ranking SVM ignore the
relationship information between users, which is approvedto
be crucial for the analysis. Our PLR-FGM uses the burst states
as the correlation factors to model the relationships, which is
more reasonable than other methods.

For the correlation factor functions, we can see that, the mod-

el with Burst Maximum Function performs better than other
models with different functions. Surprisingly, the Burst Differ-
ence Function has an opposite effect on the performance. One
possible reason is that, when two users have the same burst s-
tate, the value of the burst difference function is 0, so the PLR-
FGM will ignore the relationships between users, which lead
to the graph sparse. Moreover, as we described in the Obser-
vation section, a user’s friends burst states have influenceon
his/her burst state, but the usage of the difference between two
users’ burst states will reduce the influence. Besides, the Indic-
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tor function does not perform well in the Weibo dataset either.
The reason is that it considers all the influence between users e-
qually as 1. The Burst Maximum Function not only models the
relationship of the true social network, but also considersthe
biggest influence between the users, so this correlation factor
is indeed helpful for the PLR-FGM model. We can also know
from here, friends with high burst state are important for users
to attract new followers.

For the Arnetminer (which is shown in Figure 10b), more ob-
vious results are shown. The model with Burst Maximum Func-
tion performs best. TheNDCG100 value is 0.6795. It achieves
+0.132 (≈ 24%) compared with PLR-FGM without correlation
factorsPLR-FGM (All Attribute Factors). Besides the model
achieves a+0.184 (≈ 37%) increment compared to Ranking
SVM and a+0.229 (≈ 51%) increment compared to Coordi-
nate Ascent. Moreover, the PLR-FGM with Indictor function
which simply models the relationship between users also per-
forms better than the PLR-FGM without correlation factors.

From both datasets, we can know that, the relationships of the
users are indeed helpful for prediction. For the relationship, if
we consider the maximum influence between users, the model
performs best. It means that, one user’s friends increasingspeed
is highly relevant to his friends with high burst states. If one
user wants to get more friends in a short time, he/she should
make more friends with high burst states.

Iteration performance: As there is an iteration in the PLR-
FGM model’s learning process, whether the learning algorithm
can converge is an important issue for the model. In order to
evaluate the converge performance of the model, we choose the
model which has the best performance above: PLR-FGM (At-
tribute Factors+ Burst Maximum Function) as the example to
show the NDCG value of every iteration.

Figure 11 illustrates the iteration performance. Note that
when the iteration count is 0, we randomly change the index
of users in the perfect (where users are descendingly sorted
by their burst states) ranking list, then we calculate the NDCG
value, we totally run 10 times and get the average value. For
the Weibo dataset we can see that when the iteration number
is more than 100, the NDCG500 and NDCG1000 values tend
to be stable. When the iteration number is more than 150, the
NDCG100 value tends to be stable. The speed of the NDCG100
value becoming stable is slower than others, but it becomes s-
mooth in a small iteration numbers. For the Arnetminer dataset,
all the NDCG values become smooth after 150 iterations.

There is a phenomenon that all theNDCG values shock a
little, this is because the social network graph structure in PRP-
FGM are arbitrary and contains circles. When we use the loopy
belief propagation to calculate the marginal probabilities, the
probabilities of some nodes can not converge. But the differ-
ence between theNDCG values is small. So it can reach a
“relatively” stable value and have a good performance.

Time Complexity: Our learning algorithm is based on
Loopy Belief Propagation whose complexity isO(2 ∗ E), in
which E is the count of edges. Since the learning of our model
needs an iteration, the time cost is related on the iterationcoun-
t. From the iteration performance analysis (which is described
in the ”Iteration Performance” subsection), we can see thatour

model can be converged in several hundred iterations. In con-
trast, for some pair-wise algorithms (such Ranking SVM), it
needs to construct instances of every two users, which induces
a large dataset (|V| ∗ |V| nodes). Therefore, the time cost of our
model is more time-saving compared with them.

6. Related Work

In recent years, there are some researches about the social
network analysis have been conducted [23, 24, 25, 26]. More-
over, there exist some analysis on relationships of online social
network [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. Golder et al. [1] analyzed two structural
characteristics, transitivity and mutuality and proposeda hier-
archical regression model to predicted the tie formation. Kwak
et al. [3, 4] analyzed the structural properties and actions, and
studied the unfollow behavior. Liben-Nowell et al. [2] devel-
oped approaches for link prediction based on measures of ana-
lyzing the “proximity” of nodes in a network. Hutto et al. [5]
focused on finding which factor is powerful on followers incre-
ment. They conducted the analysis on a dataset which contains
507 users, and proposed a model for predicting the count of
followers’ increment. But the correlation between magnitude
of structural and content factors and the followers increasing
speed has not been studied. Our aim is finding the users with
high followers increasing speed, and we propose our analysis
from diversity and density angles. Besides, we build the rank-
ing model on a large data sets.

Ugander et al. [27] studied the structural diversity effect in
social contagion. Inspired by their work, we propose the di-
versity analysis of structure. Moreover, we extend the concept
of diversity to the content, and propose the PLR-FGM ranking
model based on both structural and content-based diversityand
density angles.

Meanwhile, factor graph model [28] was widely used in the
analysis of the social networks, Zhuang [29] and Tang [30] pro-
posed partially labeled factor models for supervised learning,
which are used for social relationship mining. They denote re-
lationships of users as nodes in the graph, and classified the
node into different relationship types.

As an important application of friends (or followers) analy-
sis, research of social influence is a hot area, where considerable
works have been conducted. Several works [31, 32, 33, 34] fo-
cused on verifying the effect of social influence. For example
Anagnostopoulos et al. [31] proposed a shuffle test to examine
the existence of social influence. Bakshy et al. [32] conducted
randomized controlled trials to identify the effect of social influ-
ence on consumer responses to advertisement. Bond et al. [33]
used a randomized controlled trial to verify the social influence
on political voting behavior. Crandall et al. [34] have devel-
oped techniques for identifying and modeling the interactions
between influential users for user selection using data formon-
line communities.

There are lot of works on quantifying the social influence,
Tang et al. [35] presented a Topical Affinity Propagation (TAP)
approach to quantify the topic-level social influence in large
networks. Saito et al. [36] measured the pairwise influence be-
tween two individuals based on the idea of independent cascade
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Figure 10: NDCG Values of PLR-FGM with Different Correlation Factors.
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Figure 11: NDCG Values of PLR-FGM with Different Correlation Factors.

model. Shuai et al. [37] studied the indirect influence usingthe
theory of quantum cognition. Belak et al. [38] investigatedand
measured the influence between two communities. Myers et
al. [39] proposed a probabilistic model to quantify the external
influence out-of network sources. Goyal et al. [40] presented
a method to learn the influence probabilities by counting the
number of correlated social actions. Tan et al. [41] proposed a
model to track the user’s action based on the effects of influ-
ence, correlation, and uses action dependency. Li ea al. [42]
tried to study the interplay between influence and individual
conformity. Zhang et al. [8] proposed the concept of social in-
fluence locality and used a large microblogging network to s-
tudy how users behavior is influenced by close friends in their
ego networks. Tang et al. [43] focused on conformity influence.
They defined several types of conformity factors, and used the
factor model to solve the problem. As the friend (or followers)
number is an important factor of social influence, our work can
benefit these social influence analysis and help to find whether
one user can become an influential user fast.

Some other works are about maximizing the spread of in-
fluence through a social network. Kempe et al. [44] found a
small number of influential users to adopt a product to trigger a
large cascade for further adoptions through the effect of “word

of mouth”. P. Domingos [45] built a probabilistic model to mine
the spread of influence for viral marketing, and they proved the
model to be NP-hardness. Chen et al. [46] developed efficient
algorithms to approximately solve the influence maximization
problem. In the influence maximizing problem, the cost of seed
users who already have more friend (or followers) are always
high, instead, with our method, finding the seed users who will
get friends fast in the future maybe a more cost-effective solu-
tion.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we study a novel problem of identifying and
quantifying which factors cause users’ friends (or followers)
number increasing fast. Focusing on the friends increasing
speed, we analyze the properties of structure and content from
the diversity and density angles and get some interesting ob-
servations from two typical social networks – a microblog sys-
tem (Weibo) and an academic network (Arnetminer). We an-
alyze the observations and conduct statistical evaluations. We
formally define the friends increasing speed ranking problem
in a semi-supervised framework, and then propose a partially-
labeled ranking factor graph model (PLR-FGM) to infer the
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ranking list of friends increasing speed of users. Two kind-
s of factor functions are defined in the model. The attribute
factors are used to represent the properties of users’ contents
and structure. The correlation factors are defined to capture the
users’ relationship in the network. We then use the loopy be-
lief propagation algorithm to calculate the marginal probability,
and propose a gradient decent to learn model parameters. Ex-
perimental results show that the proposed method outperforms
several alternative methods.

Understanding which factor have effects on attracting new
friends (or followers) fast is important for several applications
of social networks. The problem represents a new research di-
rection in social influence analysis. For future work, it will be
interesting to study how different types of social ties impact on
the users’ friends burst. Studying the users’ linguistic changes
is also a intriguing direction. And for our proposed model, a
more efficient algorithm (such as parallel algorithms [47]) will
be considered to learn the parameters.
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